
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF THE LOAD DISTRIBUTION OF THE BEARING SURFACE OF THE EQUINE 
FOOT BETWEEN AN OPEN HEELED SHOE WITH A CAUDAL SOLE PACK AND A HEART BAR SHOE 
ALONE Paul Young RSS Dip HE

INTRODUCTION                                                                                                                 
This study is concerned with the progression of techniques used in farriery. The advent of modern materials have
opened up new ways of addressing pathologies that can exceed the expectations of the past. A pour in sole pack
mimics the properties of the frog and digital cushion. It has the potential to enhance functionality and increase
surface area while at the same time providing greater support. The heart bar shoe is site specific with no flexibility
and the possibility of damage, pain and infection of the sensitive structures beneath (O’Grady 2008)

METHOD

One horse was used as its own control. The feet were trimmed to the research protocol
established by (Caldwell et al 2010) then a pair of commercially available shoes (Werkman
Warrior Specials) fitted. The right fore had all the interventions applied to it whilst the left fore
remained the same as a comparison. At all interventions, trimmed, open heel, heart bar and
caudal sole pack the horse was stood on the pressure mat and data recorded onto a laptop
computer. Data then were run through Minitab, a statistical programme, and ANOVA and a
paired t test results produced.

Foot mapping on the foot 
used in the study

Werkman Warrior shoe  with 
caudal sole pack and playdoh  in 
the toe to stop flooding the dorsal 
half of the foot which was taken 
out later

HYPOTHESIS
The hypothesis of this study was that a caudal sole pack is more beneficial than the use of a heart
bar shoe alone.

Pressure mat images produced indicating areas
of pressure. The diamonds indicate centre of pressure for each 
foot. Pressure readings indicated in grey boxes

RESULTS

Note the fluctuations in the heart bar with sole pack, right foot 
column error bar which indicate reluctance to bear weight.

This table indicates all the mean pressures of the 900 frames taken over 30 seconds of 
the pressure mat movie

CONCLUSION
The set of data produced from the pressure mat in this study provided sufficient evidence to indicate that the use of a heart bar
was questionable. Data suggested the horse was more comfortable with a caudal sole pack. It indicated a reluctance to weight bear
on the heart bar which could lead to being less ambulatory and therefore the hoof being less functional, which is detrimental to the
welfare of the hoof. Pour in hoof packing is a speedy way to administer first aid at a moments notice without having to go and make
a heart bar shoe or order a heart bar shoe in. It provides increased area of contact thus reducing Kg/cm² pressure on the solar
surface of the hoof. It is going back to enhancing and mimicking the natural substances of the foot and working with it’s form and
function and providing comfortable and more fuller support.
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Image of procedures inserting caudal sole pack

Note the increase in contact pressure in the heart bar which is at 
variance  with the peak force

Image of horse standing on the pressure mat having the 
intervention on the foot measured and the data 
downloaded onto the laptop computer.

A significantly greater Peak Force can be seen in the left fore than the right (t=29.46, df=899, 
P<0.001). The Contact Pressure is greater in the right fore (t=43.69, df=899, P<0.001) 

Heart Bar

Open heel with sole pack

When the sole pack was applied to the right fore the horse’s limb preference reversed with a significantly 
higher Peak Force now being seen on the right limb (t=-20.56, df=899, P<0.001) coupled with a 
significantly higher Contact Pressure (t=-107.699, df=899, P<0.001)


